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About us

phone to

+39 06 53273090

ParTecs offers development, customization, integration, hosting, training and consulting services
related to our PARTECS ver 1.0 software platform and other participatory groupware technologies.
Integrating Internet, Email, Mail and Fax, we provide organizations and networks an inter-language
and inter-medium 2-way communication infrastructure to make decisions, self-organize, get each
other informed, communicate and crystallize their collective beliefs and action plans, in an most
participatory and effective manner.

PARTECS 1.0

PARTECS 1.0 - A 2-way Communication Platform
Our PARTECS 1.0 server-based software platform enables members of organizations and
networks to communicate, inform each other, freely gather in groups, auto-organize and crystallize
their collective beliefs and action plans in a most effective and participatory way, through Internet,
Email, Mail and Fax.
It solves the democratic and efficiency deficits caused by the inadequate use, by organizations,
of remote communication technologies to make collective decisions and prioritize news and
information.
It fills such gap through a software-based infrastructure that enables multi-media, participatory,
highly configyrable and extensible, efficient and multi-language Deliberative Discourse Processes
and Participatory Information Sharing.
It is not just meant for remote voting, nor for remote discussions forums; it delivers both and,
most importantly, what's missing in the middle.
PARTECS 1.0 is free/libre and open source software (FLOSS), developed through extensive
exztension and integration of a number of carefully selected FOSS applications from the
thousands available today. Among the technologies we use: ParTecs NPDE, Debian-NP
GNU/Linux, Zope, Zope modules, Python, Java, Vivarto NCP, LDAP, PostGresSQL, XML, XSLT,
Apache, Tomcat and Jboss.

PARTECS 1.0 Custom Services
Starting January 2004, ParTecs SRL offers customization, hosting, deployment, module
extensions, training and data migration related to our PARTECS 1.0 server-based software
platform. Further, we also can provide integration with your legacy intranets and IT systems, as
well as with other groupware and discussion technologies, such as Mailman, Intranets.com,
Sympa and more.

PARTECS 1.0 Subscription Services

Other Services

Starting March 2004, ParTecs SRL offers monthly and annual Subscription Plans to our
PARTECS Subscription Service (PTSS) to small and medium organizations. PTSS is a
standard, completely outsourced and integrated subscriprion service, based on PARTECS 1.0
technologies, that provides a complete remote communications solution for organizational
decision-making through Internet, Email, Mail and Fax

Organizational Consulting
We offer organizational consulting to help you best integrate and complement "In-person" with
new "Remote" decision-making processes. We help organizations and networks create the
best synergy between these parallel processes, so that each fully complements and enhances
the other. Our management holds a broad range of expertise in voting methods, negotiation,
decision theory and organizational theory through a unique mix of top-level academic training
and on-the-field expertise in transnational political movements.

ParTecs NPDE 0.1r2: Gnu/Linux Desktop Migration Services for Nonprofits
ParTecs offers hi-level planning and consulting services in regards to a smooth, secure and
cost-efficient migration from proprietary to free/open-source (FOSS) integrated desktop
solutions, which are specifically tailored for the needs of non-profit social and political
organizations.
Our complete ParTecs NonProfit Desktop Environment 0.1r2, is derived from Debian-NP and
Debian GNU/Linux, the largest Free/open-source project in the world.
You can try our ParTecs NPDE 0.1r2 today, without installing a single file on your PC ! and
than install it with one click if you like it. INSTRUCTIONS: 1.Download the latest CD-image and
Readme.txt file from our website at: http://www.partecs.com/npde/latest -2.Burn a CD-rom 3.Insert the CD in any computer -4.Reboot your PC -5.Try it as a "LiveCD" without installing a
single file on your PC. -6.Click on "Install on your PC" icon on your desktop if liked it, after
reading the "readme" file.

